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Consider the functions cp: x H x + 1 and I/: x H x3 on R. Harvey Fried- 
man has asked whether cp and 1,4 generate a free group under composition. 
We prove that they do. (An alleged proof of this result in the literature, 
[2], is known to be incomplete.) More generally, the exponent “3” can be 
replaced by any odd prime. 
In the statement of the theorem, R will be replaced by a general field K 
of characteristic 0. This introduces the complication that @ may no longer 
be one-to-one; i.e., pth roots will no longer be unique. Hence rather than 
dealing with a function + and its inverse, we work with chains of elements 
of K in which certain steps satisfy [, + I = [p or [;+ 1 = [,. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF THEOREM 
Let L be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let A be an 
additive subgroup of L. For the rest of this paper, fix a prime p E Z. Let op. 
denote a primitive p”th root of unity in L and let F= Q(A, up, wPz, 0~3, . ..). 
Define a word to be a string w  = w1 . . . w, made up of symbols p, r, and t, 
(a E A - (0)) (where p is to be thought of as “pth power,” r as “pth root,” 
and ta as “translation by a E A”) such that no p and Y are adjacent and no 
two symbols t,, t, (a, b E A) are adjacent. Define the length of a word by 
Z(w, - .. w,) = II and the degree by d(w, . .. w,) = pb, where b is the number 
of r’s in w; i.e., b = card{ i ( w, = r}. A maximal nonempty string of adjacent 
p’s or adjacent r’s of the form w, . . . wi will be called a pth power block or 
pth root block, respectively. 
For each word w  = wi . . . w, we define a chain associated to w  to mean a 
sequence (Cl, . . . . L+ A such that for each i, 1~ i < n, 
Lci+1=5i+a if wi= t,, 
i z+1= if if w, = p, 
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and 
5Z=Cf+l if wi= Y. 
A transcendental chain is a chain with it (or equivalently cl, . . . . In+ 1) 
transcendental over F. A subchain will mean a subsequence (ii, . . . . ij+ 1 ), 
which we note will be associated to the subword wi. . . wj. 
For example, let L = C, A = Z, and K= Q(A, op, 0~2, ~0~3, . ..). 
Let w  be the word t,ppt-,rr. Let rc be the usual transcendental over Q= 
Then, an example of a transcendental chain associated to w  and starting at 
n is 
(7c, 7c + 2, (n + 2y, (7c + 2y*, (7c + 2y’- 8, 
((n+2)p2-8)1’p, ((n+2+ 8)“9 
where the pth roots are taken to be real. The word w  has just one pth 
power block, w2w3 = pp, and one pth root block, wSws = rr. These are 
associated to the subchains ((n + 2), (rc + 2)P, (z i- 2)p2) and ((n -t 2)** - X, 
((n+2)p2-8)1’p, ((~+2)p2-8)1’p2), respectively. 
Although pth roots in L are not unique, once we have chosen a chain we 
will use it to assign unique meanings to the symbols #* for those i sucfr 
that w,=r. That is, if (ii ,..., ln+i) is a chain with associated word w1 ... w, 
and w  I = r for some i, then [,“p will be understood to mean ci+ r. 
Finally, we need a field-theoretic definition. Let K2 be an algebraic exten- 
sion of a field K, of degree [K,: K,] = p”. We will say K2 is a stratified 
extension of K, if for every m, 0 $ m < n, there exists a unique extension S, 
such that K2 2 S, 2 K, and [S, : K,] = pm. 
We are now ready to state the main theorem. 
THEOREM. Assume p> 2. Assume (iI, . . . . i,,+ 1) is a chain associated to 
the word w  = w1 I.. w,. If c1 is transcendental over F, then F(c,, c,+I) is a 
stratified algebraic extension of degree d(w) over F(C,). 
I would like to make a few comments. 
(i) A quick computation of degrees shows that the inclusion 
K(5,, 5,+1)~K(b,, L . ..T L+d is an equality. Thus the subextensions are 
generated by the C,. 
(ii) The proofs for the corollaries use only the theorem’s com- 
putation of [ K(<, , [,, + I ): K(i, )]. The stratification is unused except to 
carry out the induction in the theorem’s proof. 
(iii) We can apply the theorem to our example to show 
F(n, ((z i- 2)p’- 8)‘@) is of degree p2 over F(n), with a unique subexten- 
sion Ffn, ((n f 2)pz - 8)‘lp) of degree p. 
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Before proving the theorem we will need quite a few lemmas. We will not 
use the above terminology of “words” and “chains” until Section 4. 
2. POLYNOMIALS THAT ARE NOT pth POWERS 
Let p be a prime (possibly equal to 2). All fields will be assumed to 
contain a primitive pth root of unity denoted by w. 
We recall, 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a field of characteristic not p. Let a, p E R (the 
algebraic closure of K) be such that a, p$ K, up, pp E K. If K[E] = KC/?] 
then cI=cB’for some cEKandp>t>O. 
ProoJ: Let G = Gal(K[a]: K). Choose CJ E G so that ~a = OCI. We know 
that for some t > 0, ajI’ = opt. Thus a(a/fi’) = a/b’; i.e., IX//I’ E K as 
claimed. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let F be afield of characteristic zero. Iff((x + s)~) and g(x”) 
are nonconstant polynomials over F with s # 0, then f ((x + s)~) # g(x”). 
Proof Let f(y) = ay” + . . . (a # 0) and substitute y = (x + s)~. After 
expansion, 
f((x+s)P)=axnP+anpsxnP-l+ .... 
Since the xnP-‘-term is nonzero, f((x + s)~) is not a polynomial in xp. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let F be a field of characteristic 0 and x a transcendental over 
F. Let p=f((x’lp + s)~) for some nonconstant f E F[X] and s E F, s # 0. 
Then x’Ip E F(x, /?). 
ProoJ: Clearly F(x, #I) s F(x’lp). To show equality we need only show 
j? +! F(x) since [F(x’Ip): F(x)] is a prime. This is equivalent to showing that 
the polynomial f((x@ + s)~) is not a polynomial in x. If we substitute xp 
for x we see that this follows from Lemma 2. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let K = F(x), where F is a field of characteristic 0 and x is 
transcendental over F. Let a be one of x’jp or g(xP)‘Ip, where g E F[X] is 
manic and g(xp) is not a pth power of a polynomial. Let /3 be one of 
(x+s)l’P or f( (x + s)p)“p, where f E F[X] is monk, s E F, s # 0, and 
f((x + s)~) is not a pth power of a polynomial. Then K[cr] # K[p]. 
ProoJ: First assume K[oz] = KC/?], where up = g(xP), /I” = f ((x + s)~). 
By Lemma 1, c1= (p(x)/q(x)) fi’, 0 < t < p, for some p(x) and q(x) relatively 
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prime polynomials over F. This means q(x)p g(9) = p(x)” f((x + s)~)“. Let 
us consider what q(x)p g(x”) and p(x)” f((x -I- s)~)’ look like after all pth 
power polynomial factors are taken out. If a(x) is any manic polynomial, 
define the reduct of a(x) to mean the quotient of a(x) by the largest degree 
pth power of a manic polynomial that divides it. 
Now, g(x”) = xPm~(xP), where r has a nonzero constant term. If we look 
at r(y) over P, we can factor it completely and choose a pth root of each of 
its roots, getting an expression r(v) = I-I, (y - af). So 
Y(X’) = n fl (X- UiW’). 
I j=O 
Note that if after casting out pth powers of factors of g(xp) over F we have 
a factor (x - a)np, then we will also have factors (x- awi)nP (i= 1, . . . . p - 1) 
and hence a factor U,P=,’ (x - ae~l)~~ = (xp - up)nP which is a polynomial in 
x*. Thus the remainder after casting out pth powers from g(xp) is still a 
polynomial in x p. Let go(xp) be this reduct. Likewise the result of casting 
out pth powers in /I’” where fi”=f((x+~)~) is a polynomial of the form 
fo((x + s>‘). I-I ence g,(xp) = fO( (x + s)p), an impossibility by Lemma 2 
unless both g, and f. are constants. But neither go or f. is a constant since 
both g(xp) and f((x + s)~) were not pith powers, a contradiction, 
The cases where czp = x or BP = x + s are simpler and I leave those to the 
reader. t 
The idea for the proof of the following lemma is due to George Bergman. 
LEMMA 5. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let f(X) be one of X-k Y 
or g((X+r)P) where gEF[X], ~EF, r#O, undg((X+r)P) are not thepth 
power of a polynomial in X. Then I$‘=&’ f(w’X) is not the pth power of a 
polynomial in X. 
ProoJ The case f(X) = X-t- r is straightforward so assume f(X) = 
g((X+ Y)~). Let F0 be the subfield of F generated over Q by the coefficients 
of g((X + r)“) and r. Then F. is linitely generated over Q and we can 
assume F. E C. We reduce to the case r = 1 by applying the automorphism 
of Fo[X] over F, taking X to rX. Let g,((X+ l)p) be the reduct of 
g((X + I)p) (the polynomial we get after “casting out” the pth power manic 
factors). This will actually be a polynomial in (X + 1)” by the argument we 
used in Lemma 4. Set Y = X + 1 and let S be the set of all roots of g,( YP). 
Choose c1 E S of greatest absolute value. For all k, w’% will also be a root of 
go( YP) so that writing CI = - 1~11 e” we can assume fl E (-n/p, n/p]. I claim 
that the root a - 1 of g,((X+ l)p) is not a root of go((wkX+ lfP) for any 
k = 1, 2, . . . . p - 1. 
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Assume otherwise. Then &(a- 1) + 1 is a root of g,(Yp) for some 
k E { 1, 2, . . . . p - 1). Now, 
If one looks at this in the complex plane it is geometrically obvious that the 
above is greater than [al but I will give a formal proof. 
Squaring, 
= /([al cosq+(l-cos2nk/p))+i(lal sinq+sin2&/p)1’ 
= (a12(cos2r+sin2q)+21aJ (l-cos2~k/p)cos~+1 
- 2 cos 2nk/p + cos’ 2nk/p + sin* 2zk/p + 2 /aI sin 2nk/p sin ?I 
= Ial2 -t 2 (al (cos r/ - cos(2nk/p - q)) + 2(1- cos 2nk/p). 
Choose I so that -rc < 2nk/p - q + 27116 rc. Now, q is sufficiently small 
that lank/p - q + 27cZ( > 1~1 and so cos q - cos(2nk/p - q) > 0. Since also 
1 - cos 2nk/p > 0, the above is greater than JcII’ and so 
Iw’(a-l)+l)>lal. 
This is a contradiction to our assumption about the maximality of 1~11. 
Therefore flp:t g( (o’X+ l)P) has a root, namely 01- 1, which has mul- 
tiplicity not divisible by p. 1 
3. GALOIS CLOSURES OF EXTENSIONS OF DEGREE p2 
Again let p be a prime and u) a primitive pth root of unity. 
LEMMA 6. Let K be a field containing the pth roots of unity and not of 
characteristic p. Let A41 K be a pth root tower, i.e., an extension generated 
by a series ofpth root radicals, 
where 
M ~+l=~i(ii+l)?Ci+14~i and (p+1 EM,. 
If Kc L c M is any subextension then L/K is pth root tower. 
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ProojI Let M’ be the Galois closure of M. The Galois group Gal(M’/K) 
will be a p-group since the Galois closure M’ is generated by pth root 
radicals over M. Let H = Gal(M’/L) and define t by p’ = o(H). By elemen- 
tary p-group theory there exists for every s, 0 <s < t a group Hlz H of 
index p” in Gal(M’/K). Using the Galois correspondence between sub- 
groups and field extensions we conclude that there exists a tower of inter- 
mediate extensions: 
K=L,cL,c ... cL,=L. 
Since subgroups of index p in p-groups are always normal, each exten- 
sion is Gaiois and cyclic of degree p. Therefore by an application of 
Hilbert’s Theorem 90 (see [ 1, Theorem 6.2, p. 324 in 2nd ed.; Theorem IO, 
p. 214, in 1st ed.]) each extension is generated by adjoining a pth root and 
thus L/K is a pth-root tower. 1 
Let us now define a few groups and subgroups to be used in the rest of 
this section. Let V= Z, x Z, x . . . x Z, be the direct product of p copies of 
Z,. Let T: (ii, ..,, i,) H (i,, i,, . . . . iP- 1) be the automorphism of ‘I/ that 
cyclically permutes the p factors. Define G to be the semidirect product 
Z, x T V; i.e., G is the wreath product of Z, with itself. If we think of V as a 
p-dimensional vector space over Z, and T as a linear operator on V, then 
T - I is nilpotent of index p; i.e., (T - Qp = 0 but (T - I)p- ’ # 0. The sub- 
spaces invariant under T, equivalently, under T - I are precisely the spaces 
Vi= (T-I)‘(V) 
v=vo3v13 --* 3vp-1=((a,a )...) a)>zw,=(0). 
We now readily determine all subgroups of G not contained within V. 
LEMMA 7. Let A be a subgroup of G not contained inside V. Then there 
exists 0 = (1, (sl, . . . . s~))EA and ibp such that A= (cr, Vi>. 
ProojI Choose c~ = (m, (sl, . . . . s~))E A such that, m #O. By taking an 
appropriate power we can assume m = 1. A n V will be equal to Vi for 
some i since conjugation by cr is the operator T. Thus A = (a, V,) as 
asserted. 1 
LEMMA 8. For s= (sl, . . . . sp) E V the following statements are equivalent: 
6) SE Vl, 
(ii) (1, s) has order p, 
(iii) Cs,=O in Z,. 
Moreover, if these statements do not hold, then (1, s) has order p2. 
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Proox V, is the image of V under T- I. It ‘is easily verified that this 
implies the equivalence of (i) and (iii). Expanding the equation (1, s)~ = 0 
yields the equivalence between (ii) and (iii), and the final assertion. 1 
LEMMA 9. Let H be a subgroup of order p2 inside G having trivial inter- 
section with (0) x,((O) xZ;.- xZ,). Let x=(1, 1, . . . . 1)~ V. Then there 
exists SE V such that H= ((1, s), (0, x)). 
ProoJ: This follows from Lemmas 7 and 8 and the fact that x generates 
V p-1. 
LEMMA 10. Let K, be a field not of characteristic p containing a 
primitive pth root of unity. Consider extensions 
K, =&Cal, CrPE K,, ~#Kl~ 
&=KICDI, P’EKI, B$KlY 
L = the Galois closure of K,/K,. 
Then Gal(L/K,) may be identified with a subgroup of G. In addition if we 
choose c E Gal(L/K,) such that ~a # u then Gal(L/K,) is a proper subgroup 
of G if and only if fi = nf’= i o’/? lies in K, . 
ProoJ: Case I. BP 4 K,. Then JI generates K2 over K0 and L = K[ {con- 
jugates of /I}]. Let r E Gal(L/KJ and 7 = z IK1 E Gal(KJK,). Then Z = Ck 
for some k = 0, . . . . p - 1. Therefore rcrek fixes K, so zfii = coSok/?. Let PO = /3 
and /II = cYD for i = 1, . . . . p - 1. Then the conjugates of /I are { o’P~} and 
L = KJPo, .a.> p,-r]. Note that when r acts on (oifii}, the action on the 
subscripts is determined by the action of r on CC. This action, and the 
powers of w  introduced, determine z. So suppose 
where [i + k] is the residue of i + k modulo p. Then let us associate to r the 
element (k, (so, . . . . sppl )) E G. The verification that this correspondence 
gives a homomorphism into G is straightforward. 
To prove the second part of the lemma we note that fie K, is and only if 
Gal(L/K,) E Gal(L/K,@)). Since Gal(L/K,) = Gal(L/K,) n V this inclusion 
is equivalent to Gal(L/K,J n V c Gal(L/K,(&) n V. 
Now, 
Gal(L/K,($)) n V = 
1 
(0, (sl, . . . . sp)) E Gal(L/KO) i si = 0 in Z, 
i=l > 
= Gal(L/K,) n V,. 
The last equality follows from the equivalence of (i) and (iii) in Lemma 8. 
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It follows that the inclusion Gal(L/K,) n YC Gal(L/K,([)) A V 
is equivalent to Gal(L,/K,) n Vc V1. Moreover, by Lemma 7, 
Gal(L/K,) n V= Vi for some i and V, E V, if and only if Gal(L/K*) is a 
proper subgroup of G. Thus fl E K, if and only if Gal(L/K,) is a proper sub- 
group of G. This finishes Case I. 
Case II. /3” E K,,. In this case K2 is Galois over K,, L = K2, and we 
easily see that Gal(L/K,) z Z, x Z,, p E K, , and Gal(L/K,) is isomorphic 
to a proper subgroup of G. 1 
LEMMA 11. Let K,, K2, L be as in Lemma 10. Let E be an extension 
of K, such that K,E is Galois over E and [K,E: E] = [K, : K,] =p2. 
Then Gal(K,E/E) = Gal(L/E n L) = (cr, (0, (1, 1, . . . . l))), where (T = 
(1, (Sl,Q, a*-, sp))for some (sl, s2, . . . . sp)E V. 
Prooj For any E such that [K,E: E] = [K2: K,,], the Galois closure of 
K,E over E must contain the Galois closure L of K2 over K, (compare the 
number of conjugates of a primitive element for KJK,, over K, and over 
E), Here K,E is Galois over E so L r K2 E or equivalently K,E= LE. By 
[l, Theorem 1.12, p. 305, in 2nd ed.; Theorem 4, p. 196, in 1st ed,] 
we have Gal( LE/E) z Gal( L/E n L). Thus Gal(K, E/E) s Gal( L/E n L). 
Furthermore, [L: En L] = [K,E: E] < [K2 .(En L): En L]. (A primitive 
element for K,/K, will generate both of these last two extensions but as the 
base field gets larger the degree of the irreducible polynomial will be 
smaller, hence the inequality.) So K2 . (En L) = L and since a compositum 
of fields corresponds to an intersection of groups, Gal(L/K*) and 
Gal(L/En L) have trivial intersection. But Gal(L/K,) = (0) xT ((0) x 
Z, x . . . x Z,) n Gal(L/K,) and [L: E n L] =p2, so we have Gal(L/E n L) = 
(% (0, (1, 1, . ..J 1))) by Lemma 9. i 
4. CHAINS OF DEGREE p2 
Assume now the notation of Section 1. 
LEMMA 12. Let (cl, . . . . Sk+ 1) be a transcendental chain associated to the 
word w=wl+-.wk. Assume k>l, wl=wk=r, artdw,#rfor l<j<k; i.e., 
only the endpoints of w  are r’s; so that d(w) = p2. Let K = F(i, , ck+ 1) and 
assume [K: F( cl)] = p2. Then 
(i) K/F([,) is stratified. 
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Furthermore if L is the Galois closure of K over F(cl) then 
(ii) ifk>2, Gal(L/F(~i))=(Z,x,(Z,x ... xZ,))=G; 
(iii) if k = 2, then L = K and Gal(L/F([,)) = Z,z. 
In other words Gal(L/F([,)) is always the largest of the possible groups we 
could expect it to be. 
Proof. The case k = 2 is trivial. 
Assume k > 2. Then K over F(‘(iI) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 10 
and therefore to show Gal(L/F(c,)) is the full group G we need only 
show that if we choose CJE Gal(L/F(C,)) such that (r([:‘p) #[i/f’, then 
rIf=ri 4+1 $F(CI)[I:‘~I =F(5:‘p). 
But Lx+1 = (fWP, where fEF[Y] and f(Y)=Y+r or f(Y)= 
g(( Y + r)“) with r E A, r #O. Further, f(Y) is not a pth power of a 
polynomial since [F(c,, ck+ 1): F([,)] = p2. 
We claim now that nf:,,i ailk+ 1 $ F([i’p). Indeed, note that this is 
equivalent to nip:,’ f((o’~~‘p)) not being the pth power of a polynomial in 
[i/p and coefficients in F. But this last statement is just Lemma 5. 
So by Lemma 10, Gal(L/F(tI)) = G. 
It remains to show K is stratified over F(c,). But if K has two different 
extensions of degree p over F([,) lying inside of it, then by the last sentence 
of Lemma 6 each of these is Galois, hence K will be Galois over F(i,) and 
Gal(K/F([,)) z Z, x Z,; a contradiction. 1 
The next lemma is the first place we must assume p > 2. 
LEMMA 13. Assume p > 2. Again let (iI, . . . . [k+l) be a transcendental 
chain with an associated word w  = w1 . .. wk such that k > 1 and only the 
endpoints of w  are r’s Let E be an extension of F(c,) such that E([k+l) has 
degree p2 over E. Zf E( [!lJ’) is strattf?ed over F([:jp) then E(ck+ 1) is stratified 
over E and the unique intermediate extension is E(ctlP). 
Proof If k = 2 then F(cl, ik + 1) will be a cyclic Galois extension of 
F(cl), Gal(F([,, clr+ ,)/F([,) = Gal(E([,+ ,)/E), and since cyclic extensions 
of degree p2 have unique subextensions of degree p, we get our result for 
this case. 
Assume k > 2. Let L be the Galois closure of F([, , ik+ 1) over F([,). By 
Lemma 12, Gal(L/F(S,))= G. If E(ck+l) is not stratified over E then 
there will be two different subextensions of E(ik+ 1) of degree p. By the 
last sentence of Lemma 6, E(&+ 1) will be Galois over E with 
Gal(E(c,+ ,)/E) r Z, x Z,. We will derive a contradiction from this fact. 
Since our assumption makes E(ck+ 1) Galois over E, E([k+l)z L as in 
the proof of Lemma 11, and we get the following diagram. 
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F(5Yp) / Ip ,,/E 
Now, Gal(L/F(C:‘f’)) = I’, which is abelian of exponent p and of order pp. 
Therefore all subgroups are normal and thus Lt(@J’)/F([:‘“) is Galois with 
an abelian Galois group of exponent p and order p*- ‘. For p > 2 such a 
group will have incomparable subgroups, so Ll(it’P) is not stratified over 
I;(ci’p) hence neither is E(c{‘f’), a contradiction. 1 
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Assume the notation of Section 1 and that p > 2. We will recall the 
statement of the theorem. 
THEOREM. Let (cl,..., [k+l) be a transcendental chain with associated 
wordw=w,...w,. Then ik + 1 generates a stratified algebraic extension over 
F(cl) ofdegree d(w). 
ProoJ We will use induction on Z(w) = k. For k = 1 the theorem is 
obvious, so assume, for some N> 1, that the theorem is true for all k < iV. 
Let (C-1, -1.) iN+ J be constructed from a word w  = w1 . . . wN+ i. The rest of 
the proof will be devoted to showing l;N+2 g enerates a stratified extension 
of degree d(wl...wN+l) over F(<,). Let d=d(wl.-.~N+l)=pb, where 
b=card{i) wi=r}. 
There are three cases. 
Case I. w~+~ = t, for some UE A. Then [N+2=iN+1 + Q so 
F(c,+,) = P’(F(i,+ r), which by our inductive hypothesis is stratified of 
degree d(w,.--w,+,)=d(w,~~~w,). 
Case II. w~+~ = p. In order to prove the theorem in this case we need 
only to show iN+ I and [N+z generate the same extension since 
4 wl...wNtl)=d(wl...wN). 
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5 N+2 is a polynomial of cl and F(il,iN+2)=F(il,iN+l)=F(rl), as 
desired. Therefore assume t exists. 
Now, by our inductive hypothesis applied to lN+r, [F(;(ii, cN+r): F(cr)] 
= [F([,, 5,+ r): F(‘(rl)] = pb, and the unique maximal subextension of 
F(;(t;l, cN+,) Will clearly be F(c19 5,). Since cF(tl, tNtl): F(cl, cN+2)1 d P, 
we have F(;(ii, cN+2) z? F([,, c,). But for some UE A, a # 0, cNf2 is a 
polynomial in (5:/p f a)” with coefficients in F. Thus by Lemma 3, 
F(t,, i~+d=F(il, it, cN+2)=F(t19 iY’)=fTi~, ~N+I). 
Case III. wN+ I = r. Let wi+ 1 . . . wN+, be the pth root block containing 
w~+~. Let u=I(w,+i...wN+i ) = N + 1 - j. When j = 0 our extension is 
cyclic Galois of order p’, and the result is clear. So assume j> 0. Then 
wj = t, for some a E A and CNt2 = (ij + a)Pm”. 1 need to show two things. 
(1) (ci + Q)~-” generates an extension of degree p” over F([, , [,). 
(2) (Cj + a)p-u generates a stratified extension over F([,). 
To show (1) we need to show only that c,+ i = cj + a is not a pth power 
in F(I,, l,)=J’(5,, 51+1); i.e., Cj?, $F(t,+l, Cl). We CL Theorem 9.1, 
p. 331 in 2nd ed.; Theorem 16, p. 221 in 1st ed.) To do this we will reverse 
our chain (iI, (2, . . . . lj, 5j+l) so that we are looking at [i to see what 
extension over F(c,+ i) it generates. The reversed chain will be written 
crj, 19 51, ...Y cl) and the “inverse” word associated to the reversed chain is - -- 
wj...wqwl, where +,=r if wi=p, “ti=p if wi=r, and Si=t--a if wi=ta. 
Additionally, Z(ij+ r, ii, . . . . ci) $ N. Thus F(cj+ i, [i) generates a stratified 
extension of degree d(Wj...W,W,) over F(Cj+,) and since 
[F(;Cr:t,): F(cj+ i)] = p we will examine the unique extension of F([,+ 1) of 
degree p inside F( l,‘J + 1, [i) and compare this with F(cf$‘,). 
Let t be the greatest integer such that W, = r (the earliest occurrence in 
w, . . . W,W~). If t does not exist then cl is a polynomial in c,+l so that 
F(cj+ r, [r) = F(ij+ i). In this case [j$‘, +! F(c,+ r), as desired, so assume t 
exists. The unique extension of degree p will be generated by (lj+ i - a)‘lP if 
t= j- 1 andf((cj+i - a)P)“P for some polynomial f(X) E F[X] if t < j - 1. 
By Lemma 4, 
and 
k F(lj+ 1Ul(5~+ I -a)P)“p). 
Thus (3$’ 1 +! F( 5 i , i, + 1) as desired. 
(2) By induction, the extension F(ll, [N+l)/F(~,) will be stratified 
and by (l), [FCC,, tNt2): FCC,, tN+dl =P. Assume F(ll, 6’N+2) is not 
stratified over F(c,). Then we have F([,)cL, cF(c,, [N+2) with 
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L, d F(~l,<,+l) since if L,EF(<~,~~+~) then L1 would belong. to 
the chain of subfields inside F(c,, cN+r) containing F({,). Let 
L2=LlnfT51,iN+l). Note that F(51,~Nt2)=F(~1,r2,...,5N+2)= 
L2(5,, .-, SN+*), hence 4C1, iN+2 ) is generated over L2 by adjoining 
successive pth root radicals. Thus by the last sentence of Lemma 6, there 
exists a E L2, a’lP $ L, such that L2(a”P) EL,. Note that a1lp, by definition, 
is not an element of F(cl, iN+1). 
Choose s maximal so that d(w, . . . w,) = pb- 2; i.e., IV,+ I = Y and 
< st2= [,‘$,. Then ([r, . . . . c,,,) and (II, . . . . cN+r) are both subchains of our 
original chain and is+ 1 and iN+ r g enerate stratified extensions over 
F(c,) with F([,, iJ+I) being an index p subextension of F(ll, f,‘,+1)s 
Furthermore d(w,, . . . . ws, w,+r) = d(w,, . . . . wN) = pb-’ so F(cl, cf!$‘,) = 
f’ti1, CN+ 1 ). Summarizing, F([, , 5, + I ) is the unique maximal subextension 
of F([,, [i$,) = F(1;r, cN+ r). We get the following diagram, 
F([,, I;,,,) is clearly not a stratified extension of F(F(i,, is+l). But we can 





The extension E will be F([, + 1, cl) and the chain with its associated word 
of degree p2 will be the subchain (is+ r, . . . . iN+ 2) associated to the subword 
. ..W We have only to verify that cl generates a stratified exten- 
ibnl over”$i;i$‘,) and that [F(cNf2, [r): F(ls+ r, [r)] =p2. Note that 
i UP - s+l -5 s+ 2 and the chain (c, + 2, i, + 1, . . . . iI) is associated to the word - - 
Ws+l ..‘WZWl. Clearly W, + I . . . d,@, satisfies the inductive hypothesis and 
so iI generates a stratified extension of F([tt 1). Finally, by construction, 
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[IF(IIv+*, ilk F(is+l, cl)] =p*. Therefore by Lemma 13, F(cN+2, ii) is 
stratified over F(;(i,+ 1, cl), a contradiction. This finishes the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
6. COROLLARIES AND SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 
Let A, F, and L be as in Sections 1 and 5. Define P to be the function 
P(x) = xp and for each a E A define T, by T,(x) =x + a. Let D c L be an 
infinite subset which is closed under addition of elements of A (i.e., under 
the action of the operators T,) and such that every element in D has a 
unique pth root (i.e., the function P gives a bijection of D with itself). Let 
SD denote the permutation group on D. Then if we map A into SD by 
a H T, and Z into SD by n H P”, we get a map Q, from the free product 
A*Z to SD. 
COROLLARY 1. @: A*Z H SD is injective. 
ProoJ I mst demonstrate that the kernel is trivial. Let U be a non- 
empty product . . . Tai P”IT,,+, Pntcl . . . . I need to show that U is not the iden- 
tity element of S,. Create a word w  from the above expression for U by 
replacing each P”, n > 0, with a block of n p’s; each P-“, n < 0, with a 
block of n r’s; and each T, with t,. For example if U is given as 
P-*To, P3Ta2 then the corresponding word w is rr t,, ppp tl,. 
Now if D contains an element x transcendental over F, we can take 
c1 =x, and create a chain ([i, . . . . ck+r) in D associated to the word 
w  = WI . . . Wk. We can use the following argument to show that U is not in 
the kernel of 0. If cl = ck+ 1 then applying the Theorem directly shows that 
there must be no pth roots; i.e., d(w) =0 and no w, is the symbol r. 
Applying the Theorem to the reverse chain shows that d(G) = 0, so no wi is 
the symbol p. Then we must have k = 1 and w  = t, for some a # 0. But then 
cl = Ck + 1 = [I + a forcing a = 0. Contradiction. Thus U is not in the kernel 
of @. 
George Bergman has pointed out to me that dropping the assumption 
that D contain a transcendental element, one can use the fact that D is 
infinite to reduce to the case where there is such an element, by any of 
several means depending on one’s mathematical taste: 
(a) One can go to an ultrapower B of D in an ultrapower L of L. fi 
will satisfy the same conditions as D but will contain elements transcenden- 
tal over F. Hence not all elements of b are fixed under the induced action 
of U, hence neither are all elements of D. 
(b) One can represent the rational function field F(x) as a field of 
almost-everywhere-defined partial functions D + L, with x represented by 
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the identity function on D. One can then construct a chain of almost- 
everywhere-defined partial functions (c, , . . . . ck.+ i) algebraic over this field 
by starting with x, and applying powers, roots, and translations pointwise. 
That the resulting extension F(x)[[, , . . . . ckt i] is a field, rather than a ring 
with zero-divisors, can be shown by applying the theorem to the algebraic 
closure of F(X) to show that the polynomials satisfied by the functions so 
adjoined are irreducible. Since cl # ck+ i as almost-everywhere-defined par- 
tial algebraic functions, U can have at most finitely many fixed points in D. 
(c) One can take the chain ([i, . . . . ck + i) in the algebraic closure of 
F(x), form the subfield F([, , . . . . [k+l)=F([l. lk.&i), and show that this 
admits specializations to L that take ii to all but finitely many c E D, and 
that take all li to members of D. Again the theorem is needed to show 
polynomials are irreducible so that the elements of D satisfying these 
polynomials are specializations of the ci. Since [i # ik + i, the same holds 
for all but finitely many specializations, i 
In particular, we get: 
COROLLARY 2. The functions f: x F+ x + 1 and g: x +-+ xp on R generate a 
free group under composition. 
Observe that we have not proven anything about the group generated by 
x u x + 1 and x H xn when n is not a prime, or when n = 2. In the latter 
case, the theorem as stated is false, though the corollaries may well be true. 
Here is the counterexample to the theorem. 
Let K be any field of characteristic 0 containing an element i satisfying 
i2 = -1, and let X be transcendental over K. Let 
cL = ((X2 - i)‘+ 1)“’ 
p = (a - 1)1’2. 
If the theorem were true for p = 2, then ,0 would generate an extension of 
degree four over K(X). However, this is not the case: 
fi= f(2i)-1’2 ix+% . 
( > 
In other words, /I and CI generate the same extension over K(X). 
A very general question is: what families of “algebraic functions” in one 
variable can be shown to generate free groups of transformations? Indeed, 
for what pairs of algebraic functions will the theorem of this paper hold 
true? I have made progress with a few special cases only. Also, do the 
results of this paper remain true in finite characteristic ( #p)? 
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Recently, Harvey Friedman proposed two more problems of similar 
nature. 
(a) Does the binary operation on real numbers, f(x, v) =x2 + y3, 
satisfy any identities? (That is, considering all expressions 
fb,f(v,f(z, Y))), f(f(z, f(x, x)),f(~, Y)) etc., in f and any number of 
variables, do any two give equal functions?) Likewise 
(b) Does the binary operation on positive real numbers, 
g(x, y) = x1’2 + yl’3, satisfy any identities? 
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